But I fear the country is losing ground as the pre-eminent destination for tomorrow's science and technology leaders. Since 2016, applications for H-1B visas, which most foreign specialists need to work in the United States, have fallen by 19%. Foreign postgraduate-student applications to US business schools are down by 11% (compared with a 2% drop in domestic applicants). And numbers of international students have flattened out for the United States while continuing to increase for other countries, including Australia and Canada. Surveys of applicants and institutions suggest significant concerns about future US visa policy and openness to immigrants.
For all Trump's talk about his predecessors flinging wide US doors, the immigration process is onerous. It takes years to go from student visa to H-1B to citizenship, even for highly talented people in muchneeded specialities. Until the past couple of years, talented people felt the gain to be worth the pain. Now, uncertainty is eroding this cost-benefit calculus. People are most willing to invest when they are confident. Add volatility, and we become less likely to buy a home, launch a big project or relocate to a new country for education or work.
An unintended experiment shows this uncertainty bogeyman in action. In 2004, the annual cap on the H-1B visa supply reverted from 195,000 to 65,000 (today, the cap is 85,000). This made it harder for most foreign graduating students to find work in the United States. But legislative quirks left citizens of five countries (Australia, Canada, Chile, Mexico and Singapore) unaffected. Undergraduate enrolments from those nations did not change from 2000-01 to 2006-07; those from affected countries dropped by 14%.
Who was most likely to look elsewhere? The best students: standardized-test scores of applicants from affected countries declined by 20 points (1.5%). The H-1B visa cap was not intended to stop promising students enrolling in university and paying tuition fees, but it had that effect. More-recent US policy changes make it harder for foreigners to launch businesses, have a working spouse or untangle visa problems. These will reduce the opportunity that migrants see in the United States.
But, in my view, what will do most to scare global talent away is hostile political rhetoric. In the days before the mid-term elections in early November, Trump deployed troops to the Mexican border to guard against Central American migrants, and claimed that he could retroactively remove the Constitution's provision of birthright citizenship. Already, the antiquated H-1B visa system offers too few visas and allocates them poorly, awarding spots by lottery rather than need. In the first few days after the application window opened in April 2018, the government received 190,000 applications for 85,000 total slots, nowhere near enough for the numbers of international job applicants and the many tens of thousands of foreign students and postdocs already here.
Americans -including 55% of Trump voters, according to a 2017 poll (see go.nature.com/2zyaeer) -broadly support expanding skilled immigration. Reasonable people can disagree about the optimal numbers and types of immigration. But at a time when the nation most needs this discussion, its dialogue is full of vitriol. Regardless of political affiliation: how many talented people outside the United States now think more highly of the country? How many will be less likely to do their research and make discoveries and inventions in the United States? This is not just a lost opportunity: it spells disaster. ■ WORLD VIEWA personal take on events
